Abstract -Motion estimation is the most compute intensive part of video processing. It is the process of determining motion vectors that describe the transformation from one image to another in a video sequences. Therefore, it is sensible to perform motion estimation only where motion is present. Image data in an image sequence remains mostly the same between frames along motion. To exploit the image data redundancy in image sequences, there is a need to estimate motion. Motion estimation is applicable for video compression enhancement, stereo correspondence, object tracking and determination of optical flow. Many specific methods have been proposed in the context of one or more of these applications. Most motion estimation algorithms either operate directly in the image domain or finding the matching metric that measures how similar two pixels or two patches of pixels. In this paper, a review of various motion estimation techniques are presented.
INTRODUCTION
In many visual processing algorithms, determining point-wise correspondence between pair of images play a major role such as motion estimation for video compression, object tracking. Motion estimation is the process of determining motion vectors that describe the transformation from one 2D image to another from adjacent frames in a video sequences. In video sequences, motion is a key source of information. Image data in an image sequence remains mostly the same between frames along motion. To exploit the image data redundancy in image sequences, there is a need to estimate motion. Motion arises due to moving objects in the 3D scene or camera motion. The purpose of the motion estimation is to recover the information by analyzing the image content. Motion estimation examines the movement of objects in an image sequence to try to obtain motion vectors representing the estimated motion.
A. Motion Vectors
It is the key element of motion estimation process. Motion vector returns the changes to an image from one frame to next frame. A changing scene may be observed via a sequence of images. That change represents motion. Changes in an image sequence provide features for detecting objects that are moving or for computing their trajectories. In case the viewer is moving through a relatively static world, image changes allow for computing the motion of the viewer in the world. Similarly changing pixels in an image provide an important feature for object detection and recognition. Motion can reveal the shape of an object as well as other characteristics, such as speed or function [1] [2] [3] . Each block in an image has a motion vector associated it. If vector is [1, 0] , all the pixels in this block move 1 in the x direction and 0 in the y direction for the next frame. Motion estimation is the process or estimating motion vectors.
Digital images are 2D arrays and each pixel has 2 coordinates, an X position and
The numbers in brackets are the coordinates of coordinates is shown in figure1 
RELATED WORKS Transforms for Computing Visual Corrrespondence
This method focused to the correspondence problem that makes use of non parametric local transforms as the basis for correlation. The correspondence problem [4] , such as normalized correlation [5] is a fundamental problem in vi forms the basis for stereo depth computation and most optical flow algorithms. Given ages of the same scene a pixel in one image corresponds to a pixel in the other if both pixels are projections along lines of sight of the same physical scene element. If images are temporally consecutive, then computing correspondence determines images are spatially separated but simultaneous, then computing correspondence determines stereo depth. Area based approaches to the corresp usually by relying on some kind of statistical intensity regions. Non parametric local transforms rely on the relative ordering of local intensity values and not on the intensity values themselves. Non metric statistics [6] is distinguished by the use of ordering information among dat rather than the data values themselves. Non parametric local transforms, which introduced in [7] are local image transformations that rely on the relative ordering of intensities and not on the intensity values themselves. This method introduce Census Transform Rank transform measures the local intensity. It is defined as the number of pixels in local region whose intensity is less than the intensity of center pixel. Rank transform calculated based on the equation(1).
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(1) where R(P) is the rank of a particular pixel 'P', P is the pixel and neighbourhood pixel, I(P) is the intensity of the pixel, I(P t ) is the intensity of , N(P) is the set of pixels in some square neighborhood R(P) is not an intensity at all, but rather an integer in the range 1. This distinguishes the rank transform from other attempts to use non parametric measures such as median filters, mode filters or rank filters.
ence, method uses a L1 correlation that minimize the sum of absolute values of differences on the rank transformed images.
Digital images are 2D arrays and each pixel has 2 coordinates, an X position and a Y coordinates of each pixel, Corrrespondence This method focused to the correspondence problem that makes use of non parametric local transforms as the basis for correlation. The correspondence s a fundamental problem in vision as it forms the basis for stereo depth computation and most optical flow algorithms. Given ages of the same scene a pixel in one image corresponds to a pixel in the other if both pixels are projections along lines of sight of the same physical scene element. If images are temporally consecutive, then computing correspondence determines images are spatially separated but simultaneous, then computing correspondence determines stereo depth. Area based approaches to the correspondence statistical correlation intensity regions. Non parametric local transforms rely on the relative ty values themselves. Non the use of ordering information among data, rather than the data values themselves. Non parametric local transforms, which relative ordering of intensities and not on the intensity values themselves. This method introduce two non It is defined as the number of pixels in local region whose intensity is less than the intensity of center pixel. Rank transform (1) P is the pixel and P t is the ) is the intensity of , N(P) is the set of pixels in some square neighborhood R(P) is not an intensity at all, but rather an integer in the range 1. This distinguishes the rank transform from other attempts to use non parametric measures such as median filters, mode filters or rank filters. To compute correlation that minimize the sum of absolute Census transform summarizes local image structure. It maps the local neighborhood surrounding a pixel 'P' to a bit string representing the set of neighboring pixels whose intensity is less than that of 'P'. Census transform of a pixel can be calculated based on the equation (2) . R(P) = P t ε N (P ) | I(P t ) < I(P ) (2) Two pixels of census transformed images are compared for similarity using the Hamming distance. It is the number of bits that differ in the two bit strings. To compute correspondence, minimized the Hamming distance after applying the census transform [8] .
B. Low Complexity Block based Motion Estimation via one bit Transform
This method present a motion estimation strategy for digital video based on a onebit transform and an architecture for its hardware implementation. Digital video is typically stored and transmitted in compressed form conforming to the MPEG standards for motion sequences [9] . The distance between two blocks can be measured by a number of different metrics [10] , and typically the metric (mean absolute deviation) is used. Using this metric and a search strategy, can evaluate candidate sub blocks of the search window to find the sub block that is closest to the source block. The search strategy may be exhaustive search, evaluating each one of the candidate blocks from the search window and selecting the one that is closest in appearance to the source block. These standards utilize block-based motion estimation as a technique for exploiting the temporal redundancy in a sequence of images, thereby achieving increased compression. The simplest abstraction of the motion estimation problem is as follows. Given two blocks of pixels, a source block of size b × b and a search window larger than the source block, find the b × b sub block in the search window that is closest to the source block. The distance between two blocks can be measured by a number of different metrics, and typically the l1 metric (mean absolute deviation) is used. Using this metric and a search strategy is used to candidate sub blocks of the search window to find the sub block that is closest to the source block [11] .
The search strategy may be exhaustive search, evaluating each one of the candidate blocks from the search window and selecting the one that is closest in appearance to the source block. This method is faster but approximate strategies, such as logarithmic search, to find a sub block that is close in appearance to the source block but it is not necessarily the closest [12] . This method develop an algorithm and a hardware architecture for block based motion estimation. Algorithm involves transforming video sequences from multibit to one bit and then apply conventional motional estimation search technique. A simple way to extract the edges is to carry out a high-pass thresholding, that is, compare the frame pixel by pixel to a high-pass filtered version of the frame, and threshold the pixels to zero or one, depending on the outcome of the comparison. Unfortunately, this would also cause the thresholded frame to track the high-frequency noise in the original frame. To overcome this, we use band-pass thresholding, wherein the smoothed version is a band-pass filtered version of the original frame, so that the thresholded frame represents the mid-frequency content of the original frame. There is no global threshold for all pixels in a frame.
C. Robust Dense Block Based Motion Estimation using a 2bit Transform on a Laplacian
Pyramid Block based methods are simplest and most popular approach. Robust estimation of motion vector fields is required for many video compression and computer vision problems. Block based methods are the simplest and most popular approaches, due to their non-recursive nature; moreover block-based estimates are often used as the starting point for more sophisticated algorithms. Central to the performance of block based motion estimation is the matching score, for which Mean Squared Error (MSE) is a common choice, although alternatives such as SAD [13] are also widespread. The aim of this method is to introduce a new matching score, to improve the robustness of the motion estimates. Block matching relies upon the assumption that the motion within a block is approximately translational. Equivalently, in the frequency domain, a linear phase shift is assumed to exist between the frames that are being matched. In practice, even small departures from the translational motion assumption can have a large impact on the high spatial frequency components, whose phases are most sensitive to shift. This damages the effectiveness of the MSE matching score, which essentially integrates the squared error contributions from all frequency components. 1-bit and 2-bit transforms have been proposed before, to improve the computational efficiency of the motion estimation step in video compression application [14] [15] . [16] describes a 2-bit transform for increasing the robustness of motion estimation (registration) in a multi frame enhancement application, this transform is most similar to the one proposed here [17] . All of these other methods work directly in the image domain. Multi-resolution motion estimation schemes [18] [19] have also been proposed before. However, such schemes use lower resolutions to initialize the motion search for the next higher resolution, so as to reduce the search space and hence improve computational efficiency. In block based method, MSE(Mean Squared Error) is a common choice But it cannot be applied on non translational motion. Small departures from the translational motion assumption can have a large impact on high spatial frequency components. This method first obtains the 2bit transform. Here, each source frames ' f' and 'g' are decomposed into different frequency sub band using Laplacian pyramid. The laplacian subbands f k 
where g k+ = max(0,g k ) and g k− = min(0,g k ), hL is low pass spreading filter with DC gain 1 and δ = 3 Matching score can be calculated between the two ternary sub band values by adding the MSE's between the corresponding bit planes of ternary valued sub bands. Then it is evaluated by taking the exclusive OR between the corresponding bit planes and counting the number of 1's in the result. The ternary-valued sub bands g T,k [n] provide a sketch like representation of the information at res-olution level k, consisting of contours of 1s and 2s that run along each side of the original image features. This substantially improves the utility of the high spatial frequency components for matching. This approach is that 2-bit trans-form factors out local contrast, so that small high contrast regions of a window are less likely to dominate the matching score.
D. Motion Estimation based on Mutual Information and Adaptive Multiscale Thresholding
The determination of point-wise correspondences between a pair of images is an important step in many visual processing algorithms. Motion estimation is applicable for video compression and enhancement [20] , stereo correspondence [21] , object tracking [22] and determination of optical flow [23] . Many specific methods have been proposed in the context of one or more of these applications, most methods require a matching metric that measures how similar two pixels or two patches of pixels are and hence how likely it is that they belong to the same surface point in the scene. Most motion estimation algorithms either operate directly in the image domain or use a multi-scale pyramid only to guide the search process, using the motion search at a coarser scale to initialise the search at a finer scale. The motivation for this method [24] is that it allows the information found within each subband to be treated differently. Most motion estimation algo-rithms either operate directly in the image domain or use a multi-scale pyramid only to guide the search process, using the motion search at a coarser scale to initialise the search at a finer scale.The aim of this method is to propose and analyse a series of multi-resolution and multi-directional matching metrics in a generic motion estimation scheme. A central feature of the approach is that the source images are first decomposed into spatial frequency subbands, matching scores are evaluated over corresponding windows in each subband, and these scores are then fused together into a final score for each considered motion candidate. Traditional matching scores such as MSE are unable to utilise higher frequency content well in the presence of anything other than pure translational motion. However, this problem can be addressed by "spreading" the informa-tion after a non-linear transformation of the subband samples (e.g., absolute value). It is helpful to normalise contrast across the matching window within any given subband. Both the information spreading and contrast normalisation objectives can be achieved with the aid of an adaptive thresholding process. This method [24] uses a full search filter-based motion estimation scheme to generate dense motion fields. To find a correspondence field between two frames f[n] and g[n], conceptually shift the entire frame g[n] to gv [n]. Here n denotes the integer valued coordinates of a pixel, while v identifies a specific motion candidate within the search space and need not be integer valued. The search space is specified by a search step and range. For each motion candidate v and location n, the matching metric ρ is to be evaluated. In this method, source images are first decomposed into different frequency sub bands. There are two ways of decomposing an image in order to diversify the treat-ment of information in images. The first employs a Laplacian pyramid for motion estimation. The second decomposition employed is a steerable pyramid. Laplacian Pyramid is the type of signal representation, in which signal/image is subject to repeated smoothing. Digital images contain a variety of objects and features (lines, shapes, patterns, edges) at different scales, orientations, and spatial locations. [n] into binary representation. This operation expands the edge features in threshold images so that matching process becomes more tolerant of non translational motion. The matching MSE value in a particular frame will be same as that of the sum-mation of the matching MSE's in the individual subbands. MSE cannot fully utilize high frequency information when the motion is not purely translational. Non linear adaptive thresholding techniques can improve the utilization of high frequency bands. The objective in separating the source frames into directional bands is to expose diversity in the underlying information, allowing distinct im-age features to generate their own matching scores, which will subsequently be fused together. High contrast features at one orientation should be prevented from interfering significantly with lower contrast features at other orientations. For each motion candidate 'v', The matching scores are modelled by mutual information. After finding the different frequency sub bands, Matching scores are calculated from corresponding windows in each sub bands. Mutual Information help to find the matching score. This method developed a statistical formulation for the matching metric based on the concept of mutual information (MI) [24] .
E. Visual Correspondence using energy minimization and Mutual Information
The visual correspondence problem is to compute the pairs of pixels from two im-ages that result from the same scene element. Since the correspondence problem is inherently ill-posed, assumptions must be made regarding scene reflectance and structure. It is common to assume that a given scene element will result in similar intensities in different views. When the constant brightness assumption is violated, for example in the presence of different camera gains or biases, cor-responding scene elements in different images can be poorly correlated, leading to incorrect results. The correspondence problem can be formally defined as follows. Let P de-notes the set of pixels in the primary image and let I1 = I1(p) | p s P and I2 = I2(p) | p s P be the intensities in the primary and secondary images. The quantity to be estimated is the disparity configuration f = fp | p s P on the primary image. Each fp represents the corrspondence between the pixel p in the primary image and the pixel p + fp in the secondary image [25] . That is, the pixel whose 2D coordinates are obtained by adding the disparity fp to the 2D coordinates of p. Energy minimization algorithms define the best disparity configuration f to be the one that minimizes the energy, which consists of a smoothness term and a data term as given in equation (5) . E(f) = Esmooth(f) + Edata(f) (5) The smoothness term imposes a penalty for configurations that violate spatial smoothness. The data term imposes a penalty for configurations that are inconsistent with the observed data I1 , I2. The data term specifies the appearance of corresponding scene elements used [26] . Mutual information (MI) is to find the transformation that makes one image most similar to another. Mutual information is used as a similarity measure between images, and the transformation that maximizes the mutual information is found by some variant of gradient descent. The key advantage of mutual information is its ability to easily handle complex relationships between the intensities in the two images [26] .
F. Motion Estimation using a Complex-Valued Wavelet Transform
Motion estimation (ME) is the problem of extracting the two-dimensional(2D) projection of the 3D relative motion into the image plane in the form of a field of correspondences (motion vectors) between points in consecutive frames. In most applications, it is advantageous to be able to identify the "true" motion vectors, which are independent of changes in the image formation process. A good example is computer vision applications, such as image registration or visual navigation, which usually involve interpreting the true motion vectors to make inferences about the 3D motion of camera and/or scene. In stereo vision, the true motion vectors can be identified with the disparity field, which can be used to reconstruct depth information. Motion estimation in first generation video coding schemes such as H.261, on the other hand, merely aims to predict a frame from its predecessor in order to reduce temporal redundancy. In this case, the true motion field is less important than the apparent motion field, which must take illumination changes and noise into account to produce the lowest possible prediction error [27] . The apparent motion field is usually found by a simple matching strategy in which the current frame is partitioned into blocks, and each block is assigned a motion vector that identifies the "best" matching block in the previous frame according to a mean intensity difference criterion. This paper describes a new motion estimation algorithm that is potentially useful for both computer vi-sion and video compression applications. It is hierarchical in structure, using a separable two-dimensional (2D) discrete wavelet transform (DWT) on each frame to efficiently construct a multiresolution pyramid of sub images. The DWT is based on a complex-valued pair of four-tap FIR filters with Gabor like characteristics. The resulting complex DWT (CDWT) effectively implements an analysis by an ensemble of Gabor-like filters with a variety of orientations and scales. The phase difference between the subband coefficients of each frame at a given subpel bears a predictable relation to a local translation in the re-gion of the reference frame subtended by that subpel. That relation is used to estimate the displacement field at the coarsest scale of the multiresolution pyramid. Each estimate is accompanied by a directional confidence measure in the form of the parameters of a quadratic matching surface. The initial es-timate field is progressively refined by a coarse-to-fine strategy in which finer scale information is appropriately incorporated at each stage. The accuracy, efficiency, and robustness of the new algorithm are demonstrated in comparison testing against hierarchical implementations of intensity gradient-based and fractional-precision block matching motion estimators [27] . The complex DWT (CDWT) decomposition, proceeds from to to bottom, producing six complex bandpass subimages at each stage; estimation then proceeds from bottom to top. The CDWT bandpass sub images at each level are inputs to the motion estimator, whereas the low pass sub images are inputs to the next decomposition stage. This algorithm produces a single motion estimation at each subpel at a given level. Each level subpel directly subtends four level subpels. The output field of each estimator must, therefore, be quadrupled in size (i.e., interpolated by 2 in each direction) and scaled up by 2 before it can be used as an input to the next stage. The motion estimates are used as starting points for the next finer level of estimation by means of a warping or subband interpolation step [27] .
G. Two-Bit Transform for Binary Block Motion Estimation
Digital video compression is essential for the reduction of bandwidth for transmission or storage of video data in a wide range of applications including highdefinition television (HDTV) and standard definition television (SDTV) broadcasting equipment, video conferencing transmitters, video cellular phones, digital video camcorders, and multimedia services for networking applications. Motion estimation and compensation play key roles in video coding systems due to the ability of realizing high compression rates achieved by removing temporal redundancies between successive image frames. The most popular technique for motion estimation is block matching [28] . In the block matching algorithm(BMA), the image frame is commonly divided into non overlapping rectangular blocks. The best match to the current block of pixels is searched for, in the previous frame of the sequence within a certain search area about the location of the current block. The optimal solution to BMA is the full search (FS) algorithm that exhaustively searches for the best matched block within all locations of the search window. The mean absolute difference (MAD) or mean square error (MSE) matching criteria are considered to be statistically optimal solutions to the matching process [28] . The search for motion vectors is typically carried out in a restricted local neighborhood of the corresponding block, local transformations result in more efficient and appropriate bit plane representations compared to global trans-formations. One way to realize local transformations is to make use of the well known local histogram equalization approach, where a local window is con-structed around the pixel to be processed. However if the transformation is carried out on a pixel by pixel basis, the computational load becomes extremely high. In 2BT based block motion estimation algorithm, image frames are ini-tially divided into non overlapping blocks, which constitute the local transfor-mation core. Although the transformation is carried out on a non overlapping block by block basis, transforming thresholds are evaluated in a larger window surrounding the transforming block, to prevent blocking effects during the local transformation. The standard deviation is used as additional information for constructing reasonable local thresholds. This approach [28] is used to construct the 2BT. For 2BT, the mean(µ) and variance(σ 2 ) values of pixels in the threshold window surrounding each trans-forming block are computed to obtain statistical information about the distri-bution of pixel values within the window [28] .
H. Effect of the Hadamard Transform on Motion Estima-tion of Different Layers in Video coding
Hybrid video coding techniques apply motion compensated prediction in combination with transform coding of the prediction error. In order to reduce the bit rate of video signals [29] . The motion compensated prediction result provides the minimal distortion which was widely accepted as the prediction signal. How-ever, in recent years, it has been realised that such a selection is not always the most efficient, since the minimal distortion may result in a high bit rate, thereby degrading the overall coding performance. To solve this problem, the Rate Distortion Optimisation(RDO) concept has been introduced. RDO techniques [29] minimise the distortion under a constraint on the rate. A classical solution to the RDO problem is the Lagrangian optimisation which is used in the H264/AVC standard. The basic idea of this technique is to convert the RDO problem from a constrained problem to an unconstrained problem. The Lagrangian cost function is divided into two parts as Distortion and Rate. The Distortion measurement quantifies the quality of the reconstructed pictures while the Rate quantifies the bits needed to code the macro block. The Lagrange multiplier is usually calculated in a heuristic way or in an analytical way based on Rate. The most common error measures are the Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) and the Sum of Absolute Transformed Differences (SATD).
I. Motion and Aliasing-Compensated Prediction for Hybrid Video Coding
In order to reduce the bit rate of video signals, the ISO and ITU coding stan-dards apply hybrid video coding [30] with motion compensated prediction in combination with transform coding of the prediction error. Motion compen-sated prediction is performed block-wise using displacement vectors with 1/2 pel resolution in MPEG-2. The use of displacement vectors with higher res-olution did not improve the coding efficiency and therefore it has not been considered in those standards. In the case of translational motion of the image content, no perfect motion compensation is achieved. Prediction errors contains camera noise and other signal components. In order to prove the assumption that aliasing is interfering the prediction, a mathematical analysis of the predic-tion error is presented in this method [30] . In order to reduce the impairment of the motion compensated prediction by aliasing, 2-D and 3-D interpolation filter is used, which aim to reduce or to compensate the aliasing. As a result, motion and aliasing compensated prediction with 1/4 or 1/8 pel displacement vector resolution improve the PSNR of the hybrid coding system H.264 by 2 or 3 dB when compared to 1/2 pel displacement vector resolution and a bilinear interpo-lation filter as it is applied in H.263, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4. As a consequence of the significantly improved coding efficiency, the 6-tap Wiener filter and 1/4 pel displacement vector resolution is applied in H.264 and the 8-tap Wiener filter and 1/4 pel displacement vector resolution is applied in MPEG-4 [30] .
III.
CONCLUSION Motion Estimation algorithm is a very essential process in video compression. The motion estimation is the primary reason for reducing the computational complexity of video compression. Many specific methods have been proposed before. Most motion estimation algorithms either operate directly in the image domain or finding the matching metric that measures how similar two pixels or two patches of pixels. In this paper, a review of various motion estimation techniques are presented.
